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Michael Jackson "King Of Pop" Doll By Street Life (France)

This is the 1997 released doll without the music chip. Doll is approx. 13 1/2" tall and dressed in the "Black Or
White" video outfit. [Product Details...]

   

                   

Michael Jackson "King Of Pop" Singing Doll By Street Life (France)

Sings "Black Or White" (non rap version) via an audio micro-chip inserted into the back of the doll. Doll is
approx. 13 1/2" tall and dressed in the "Black Or White" video outfit. Licensed in the USA, but probably meant
for European distribution. [Product Details...]
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Michael Jackson LJN Toys *American Music Awards Outfit* Doll (Canada)

Canadian Version of the "Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official doll made by LJN Toys in 1984.
[Product Details...]

  

                 

Michael Jackson LJN Toys *Beat It Outfit* Doll (Canada)

Canadian Version of the "Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official doll made by LJN Toys in 1984.
[Product Details...]

  

                

Michael Jackson LJN Toys *Grammy Awards Outfit* Doll (Canada)

Canadian Version of the "Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official doll made by LJN Toys in 1984.
[Product Details...]

  

                 

Michael Jackson LJN Toys Doll *American Music Awards Outfit* (USA)

"Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official dolls made by LJN Toys in 1984. About 11 1/2" tall, and
comes in a 14" display box with black plastic "posing stand", microphone, glove, and sunglasses. [Product
Details...]
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Michael Jackson LJN Toys Doll *Beat It Video Outfit* (USA)

"Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official dolls made by LJN Toys in 1984. About 11 1/2" tall, and
comes in a 14" display box with black plastic "posing stand", microphone, glove, and sunglasses. [Product
Details...]

  

                               

Michael Jackson LJN Toys Doll *Billie Jean Outfit* (USA)

Very scarce 1984 US Official doll with 'Billie Jean' outfit. [Product Details...]

  

                 

Michael Jackson LJN Toys Doll *Grammy Awards Outfit* (USA)

"Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official dolls made by LJN Toys in 1984. About 11 1/2" tall, and
comes in a 14" display box with black plastic "posing stand", microphone, glove, and sunglasses. [Product
Details...]
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Michael Jackson LJN Toys Doll *Thriller Video Outfit* (USA)

"Michael Jackson: Superstar of the 80's" official dolls made by LJN Toys in 1984. About 11 1/2" tall, and
comes in a 14" display box with black plastic "posing stand", microphone, glove, and sunglasses. [Product
Details...]

  

                               

Michael Jackson Playmates Doll *Beat It Video Outfit* (USA)

10" replica of Michael Jackson wearing the outfit from the Beat It music video. Comes in deluxe display box.
"This figurine has 37 points of articulation to pose Michael in any signature dance pose. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Michael Jackson Playmates Doll *Billie Jean Video Outfit* (USA)

10" replica of Michael Jackson wearing the outfit from the Billie Jean music video. Comes in deluxe display
box. [Product Details...]

  

                              

Michael Jackson Playmates Doll *Thriller Video Outfit* (USA)

10" replica of Michael Jackson wearing the outfit from the Thriller music video. Comes in deluxe display box.
[Product Details...]
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Michael Jackson Unofficial "Celebrity Spoofs" Doll (USA)

Obvious take off of MJ's likeness in his red "Sergeant Pepper" jacket worn at the 1984 AMA's. USA
distributed product that was "Made in China." Date unknown, but probably from around 2000. Comes in black
box. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Michael Jackson Unofficial 1/6 'Billie Jean' Live At MSG 30th Anniversary Show
Doll (China)

2009 unofficial 1/6 scale doll. [Product Details...]

  

                       

Michael Jackson Unofficial BAD 1/6 12" Doll In 3D Box (China)

2009 Unofficial BAD PVC doll with fine colored paint. [Product Details...]

  

                     

Thriller "Graveyard Gang" Doll *"Digger" Doug* (USA)
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These unofficial "glow in the dark" 6" dolls came out in 1984, and are obvious clones of the ghouls from
Michael's Thriller video. Each of the six different dolls are fully bendable and come in their own cardboard
"coffin" on a display card. [Product Details...]

  

                     

Thriller "Graveyard Gang" Doll *"Midnite Mike"* (USA)

This is the "Michael ghoul" version of the unofficial "Graveyard Gang" dolls, and comes complete with the
outfit from the Thriller video. Each "glow in the dark" 6" doll is fully bendable and comes in their own
cardboard "coffin" on a display card. [Product Details...]

  

                     

Thriller "Graveyard Gang" Doll *Cool Ghoul* (USA)

These unofficial "glow in the dark" 6" dolls came out in 1984, and are obvious clones of the ghouls from
Michael's Thriller video. Each of the six different dolls are fully bendable and come in their own cardboard
"coffin" on a display card. [Product Details...]

  

                     

Thriller "Graveyard Gang" Doll *Freddie Funk* (USA)

These unofficial "glow in the dark" 6" dolls came out in 1984, and are obvious clones of the ghouls from
Michael's Thriller video. Each of the six different dolls are fully bendable and come in their own cardboard
"coffin" on a display card. [Product Details...]
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